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Give Your Child The World: Raising
Globally Minded Kids One Book At A
Time

Featuring a carefully curated reading treasury of the best children&apos;s literature for each area of
the globe, as well as practical parenting suggestions and inspiration, Give Your Child the World
helps moms and dads raise insightful, compassionate kids who fall in love with the world and are
prepared to change it for good. Young children live with awe and wonder as their daily companions.
But as they grow, worries often crowd out wonder. Knowing this, how can parents strengthen their
kids&apos; love for the world so it sticks around for the long haul?Thankfully, parents have at their
fingertips a miracle vaccine--one that can boost their kids&apos; immunity to the world&apos;s
distractions. STORY.Â Well-chosen stories connect us with others, even those on the other side of
the globe. Build your kids&apos; lives on a story-solid foundation and you&apos;ll give them armor
to shield themselves from the world&apos;s cynicism. You&apos;ll give them confidence to
persevere in the face of life&apos;s conflicts. You&apos;ll give them a reservoir of compassion that
spills over into a lifetime of love in action.Give Your Child the World includes more than 600
children&apos;s book recommendations from around the world. Reading lists are organized by
region, country, and age range (ages 4-12). Each listing includes a brief description of the book, its
themes, and any content of which parents should be aware.Parents can introduce their children to
the world from the comfort of home by simply opening a book together. Give Your Child the
WorldÂ is poised to become a bestselling family reading treasury that promotes literacy, develops a
global perspective, and strengthens family bonds while increasing faith and compassion.
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I love books about books, and this one is great for parents who are wanting to streamline their
library visits and get to the best-of-the-best for titles with a global theme for ages 4-12.In the first
40-ish pages, we are introduced to author Jamie Martin and her global family. She shares the story
of how they came to be (LOVE IT!) and offers some practical, doable ideas for how we can broaden
our understanding of the world with our children. Next up leads us to the premise of the book: build
your family culture around books, and travel together around the world with great books.The book
lists are organized by region and age interest level. They list title, author, illustrator when applicable
and a short synopsis of the book. Sometimes, we'll have a note on whether a book contains
religious elements, in case a parents wishes to avoid or have a discussion prior/after.The indexes
are helpful. We have one by author, one by country/region, and historical index, and title index. This
will help you on your library hunt. (by the way, if your library allows you to reserve a bunch of titles
on hold, do it! Let them do the legwork of finding your books and putting them together for you.
Makes library visits with little ones easier. Get your holds and browse, or get your holds and get on
outta there. Oh, and if your library doesn't have a title, find out if they do interlibrary loan.)Sprinkled
throughout the book recommendations, we hear many families answer the question: "How do you
give your child the world in your home?"Now. As I love good book lists and we read a ton around
here, I will say that many of the titles I already recognized from our own library perusal or other book
lists.
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